
100 Sampler Blocks Inspired By The Best
Selling Novel Circle Of Quilters
Have you ever read a book that inspired you in ways you never expected? Novels
have the power to touch our hearts, ignite our imagination, and even influence
our everyday lives. In the case of the best-selling novel Circle of Quilters, written
by Jennifer Chiaverini, the impact went even further. This book not only
captivated readers with its compelling story, but it also sparked creativity and
inspired quilters all over the world.

Circle of Quilters tells the tale of a close-knit group of women who come together
through their love of quilting. As they navigate personal challenges and triumphs,
they continuously connect through their shared passion for fabric and thread. The
book provided readers with an insightful glimpse into the world of quilting,
providing vivid descriptions of various quilts and patterns, leaving many inspired
to take up quilting themselves.

If you are a quilter or someone looking to explore the world of quilting, you may
have wondered how to bring the beauty and creativity from Circle of Quilters into
your own projects. That is where the inspiration for this article comes in – 100
sampler blocks that take cues from the novel's incredible quilting designs.
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The Art of Sampler Quilting

Sampler quilts are a beloved tradition in the quilting world. These quilts often
consist of numerous different block patterns, creating a visually stunning
patchwork of designs. Each block showcases a unique pattern and technique,
allowing quilters to experiment and showcase their skills.

In the case of Circle of Quilters, each character within the novel creates their own
signature block, contributing to a final group quilt that symbolizes their journey
together. Through this shared project, the characters forge a deeper bond and
create a testament to their collective creativity.

How to Get Started

Now, let's explore how you can incorporate the essence of Circle of Quilters'
sampler quilts into your own projects. Here are some steps to take:

Step 1: Gather Inspiration

The first step is to immerse yourself in the world of Circle of Quilters. Read the
book and take note of the various block patterns described throughout. Pay
attention to the colors, shapes, and overall aesthetics that catch your eye.

You can also explore online communities dedicated to Circle of Quilters fans and
quilters. Here, you will find discussions, images, and even tutorials related to the
specific blocks inspired by the novel.
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Step 2: Select Your Blocks

Next, compile a list of 100 sampler blocks that resonate with you the most.
Consider the level of difficulty, your personal preferences, and the overall theme
you want your quilt to embody. From traditional nine-patch blocks to more
elaborate star or floral patterns, the possibilities are endless.

Remember to choose blocks that will challenge you and allow you to grow as a
quilter. Variety is key when it comes to creating an engaging and visually striking
sampler quilt.

Step 3: Gather Your Materials

Before getting started, make sure you have all the necessary materials and tools.
You will need an assortment of high-quality quilting fabrics, threads, quilting
rulers, cutting mats, and sewing machines.

It's important to choose fabrics and colors that reflect the essence of the novel.
Consider using fabrics that align with the characters or settings, but don't be
afraid to add your own twist and personality.

Step 4: Start Stitching

Now that you have your inspiration, selected blocks, and all the materials, it's
time to start stitching your sampler quilt. Take your time with each block, following
tutorials and patterns as needed, and let your creativity shine.

Don't worry about perfection – the beauty of sampler quilts is the harmonious
blend of different block patterns. Embrace the imperfections and enjoy the
creative process.

Share Your Masterpiece



Once you have completed your 100 sampler blocks inspired by Circle of Quilters,
it's time to showcase your masterpiece. Join online quilting communities and
share your journey, or participate in local quilt shows and events. You may even
consider gifting your quilt to a fellow fan of the novel, allowing the magic of Circle
of Quilters to continue spreading.

Quilting is both a skill and an art form, and being inspired by literature adds a
whole new layer of depth to the craft. With 100 sampler blocks inspired by Circle
of Quilters, you can bring the essence of this best-selling novel into your own
quilting projects, creating something truly unique and meaningful.

So go ahead, grab your fabrics, thread your needle, and embark on this quilting
adventure. Let your creativity soar as you channel the spirit of Circle of Quilters
through every stitch.

Books have a profound impact on our lives, sometimes sparking unexpected
passions and hobbies. Circle of Quilters, with its captivating storyline centered
around quilting, inspired countless individuals to explore the world of fabric,
thread, and stitch. By using the novel as a foundation, you can create a stunning
quilt of 100 sampler blocks that pay homage to the characters and their collective
journey.

Sampler quilting allows you to experiment with various block patterns,
showcasing your skills and artistry. Engross yourself in the world of Circle of
Quilters, select your favorite blocks, gather the necessary materials, and start
stitching. Don't forget to share your masterpiece with others, connecting with
fellow quilters and fans of the novel.

Through this quilting adventure, you can create something truly special and
meaningful. So let the inspiration flow, and enjoy the process of bringing the



magic of Circle of Quilters to life through your own quilting masterpiece.
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The extraordinary ‘Harriet's Journey' 100-block sampler quilt from Jennifer
Chiaverini

Author and quilt designer Jennifer Chiaverini is back with a beautiful new sampler
based on her ninth Elm Creek Quilts novel. In Circle of Quilters, one woman's
discovery of an exquisite sampler quilt utterly changed her fate; immerse yourself
in the story and create the same 100-block sampler of this best-selling novel!
Follow the step-by-step instructions to cut and piece blocks, or simply use the
included foundation piecing patterns—the choice is yours. Mingling vintage
favorites with never-before-seen designs, the blocks will intrigue quilters of all skill
levels. An inspirational gallery shows off the 6” finished squares in a variety of
settings.

Best-selling novelist and quilter returns with another Elm Creek Quilts
masterpiece
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Recreate 100 blocks—a mix of new and classic designs—for adventurous
beginners and experienced quilters

Traditionally piece blocks or use foundation patterns
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